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Hospitality Marketing Concept
Goal Oriented, Strategic, Directed



Value creation process

Increase revenues?

More people

More often

Bigger groups 

Higher bills

 the new trend: 

Generating more revenue by driving 

loyalty, positive reviews, social likes and 

shares, and word-of-mouth recommendations.



Lifestyle, Education & Sustainability creating value 
Culture, fashion, beauty, fine dining, classes …



Especially when you organize your own events



And involve your staff



Asian High-net worth individuals - HNWI















China Hong-Kong Singapore

Top 5 Goods & Services purchase by Luxury Travelers from 

China, Hong-Kong and Singapore 

• Skincare 

products

• Designer clothes

• Jewelry

• Cosmetics

• Travel Products

• Hotels

• Flights

• Food Tours

• Electronic Goods 

• Travel products 

(experience 

oriented)

• Travel products 

(experience 

oriented)

• Flights

• Hotels 

• Entertainment

• Food Tours

www.iltm.com





Asian Girl Power



The Gold Misses











A Nut Rage Case



Attracting the Chinese Consumers

The English name Hualuxe translates as "China luxury," while the Chinese name reads Hua Yi. Hua means Chinese, 

and Yi stands for a city or a capital. Yi is also often associated with cognac, which is a sign of luxury in China.



Basic tips to attract new customers

#1 Virtual Tours – Simulation Video

Online simulation experience. 

#2 Guests of the Month – Guests Appreciation Reward

Showing your appreciation to your guests. 

#3 User Content – Guests Involvement

Highlight good connection with guests. Highlight good connection with guests. 

#4 Staff of the Week / Year

Adding videos abut the best staff to promote friendly 

environment and welcoming staff

#5 Local Events and community

Have the staff join local events 

#6 Post updates of your hotel facilities and services

Short video clip.



Video is everything
Grabbing attention in unique, effective ways



And video can also ruin your (online) reputation 



Personalization
Ensures loyalty and engagement



Storytelling
Building emotional connections





Virtual reality
AI and machine learning



Big data and analytics
Guest satisfaction, value and yield management



Web analytics and Neuromarketing

Neuromarketing is a field of marketing research that studies 

Understanding and influencing behaviors and emotions

Neuromarketing is a field of marketing research that studies 

consumers' sensorimotor, cognitive, and affective response to 

marketing stimuli.



Innovative Loyalty Strategies
When being bland is unforgivable



APAC Consumers and chat technologies



When OTAs dominate bookings
Necessity to manage parity in hotels’ websites but also 



Booking Ecosystems and Revenue Management

• Dusit International  Alipay in hotels and resorts in Thailand, top

destination for China.

Alipay (Ant Financial, Alibaba group) is one of the world’s largest

mobile payment platforms which allows its users to pay for goods

and services by scanning QR codes on their Smartphones or

tablets.

• With mobile bookings, the growth of OTAs and new intermediaries With mobile bookings, the growth of OTAs and new intermediaries 

like Google and Alibaba entering the picture, a wide array of 

revenue management skills and experiences are vital. 

• Revenue Management has grown exponentially in Asia and is now 

taught in notable hospitality schools around the world, leading to 

the emergence of a new breed of revenue manages. 

• They may not love the guests as much as old school hoteliers, but 

they love the opportunities to exploit data to extract maximum 

profitability.





Development of Loyalty Programs Unique to China
or other Asian countries

















Bridging the local talent gap

• Inadequate education provided in public and private schools

• Insufficient number of external hospitality training institutions

• Impossibility to rely solely on organic growth in terms of our 

talent and development program. 

• Diminution of the number of expat employees. • Diminution of the number of expat employees. 

• Focusing on local talent helps hospitality companies to both meet 

their short-term talent needs and to better position themselves 

to attract superior talent over the longer term. 

• Being recognized as a company that is seriously committed to 

development and promotion of local talent provides a 

competitive edge.



• IHG works with partner educational institutions across nine 

provinces in China to provide a cooperative hotel management 

curriculum.

• The company invests in curriculum development and practice 

facilities, has its executives join faculty in the classroom, and 

provides internships and full-time jobs after graduation.

• It has also embarked on similar partnerships with vocational schools 

for technical roles like engineering to provide the dual benefit of 

Attracting and engaging students

for technical roles like engineering to provide the dual benefit of 

creating a hiring pipeline and reinforcing the company’s commitment 

to the local market. 

• Other companies have similar relationships with universities in 

China.

• In early 2009, Hyatt opened a 500-key hotel on the campus of China 

University to Lodging companies are working to overcome negatives, 

such as the industry’s reputation for long hours, by highlighting its 

pluses, including the complexity of the business and the career 

growth opportunities.



Shangri-La Global Academy (Hong-Kong)

• Advanced Leadership Program - Designed in collaboration with leadership specialists, ODE 
Consulting, this programme focuses on grooming senior operational leaders for the GM 
role.

• Crisis Communications for the Digital Age - designed in collaboration with world-leading 
PR agency, Edelman, participants develop practical skills on managing crisis both offline 
and online.

• WSET Certification – as an Approved Program Provider, the Shangri-La Global Academy 
offers WSET certification courses to food and beverage professionals group-wide.



• Different Asian countries have very different communications styles.

• In Hong Kong, a highly developed city/country with many 

expats, western cultural values mix with Asian. This is the same with 

Singapore.

• In Japan, where the country is more homogeneous, people are very 

Culture and Communications Style Matters

In Japan, where the country is more homogeneous, people are very 

respectful, quiet, and harmonious in their communications, and 

usually share few information.  

• Culture of harmony and respect in Japan, which does not in any way 

diminish the intensity and energy of workers in that country.

• Issues of stress, high performance culture, and intense drive in some 

companies. 



• People are job hopping rapidly (every year).

• Regular pay increases, review of compensation packages, rapid 

career progression to encourage high performers to stay.

• The job market for business professionals in these countries is hot -

Employee Retention is Critical

• The job market for business professionals in these countries is hot -

one company told us they had to increase salaries by almost 10% per 

year to keep up.

• Young professionals are now highly mobile and Asians, in particular, 

are very willing to relocate or move to advance their career.



• Largely because of the rapid growth of many companies in 

Asia, HR organizations in general are a little less sophisticated 

than in other locations. 

• In most companies, HR have a "service center" function. This 

reflects the rapid growth of these organizations and the fact that 

line leaders are mostly focused on recruitment and basic HR 

services.

Fragmented, Traditional HR Teams

line leaders are mostly focused on recruitment and basic HR 

services.

• Necessity to re-skill the HR Managers, create more agile centers 

of excellence, and integrate technology to facilitate HR's role as a 

business consultant, not just a service organization.

• Many companies have more distributed, fragmented HR 

organizations - many of which grew up through acquisition.



Training employees to serve Asian customers



• Training and education: 20% to personal growth (80 % of 

growth comes from actual job)

• Develop and offer cross-functional opportunities to develop 

more generalist knowledge as a long-term investment in talent

• Forced growth - placing individuals in situations where they risk 

failure : one of the most effective ways to develop leaders and 

Nurturing local talents

failure : one of the most effective ways to develop leaders and 

foster fortitude, conceptual and abstract abilities, adaptability 

and humility. But it requires a strong mentor in place to make it 

work.”

• Hilton now recruits elite university graduates into a three-year 

program that rotates them into different roles, and exposes 

them to all aspects of the business at the property and the 

regional levels and includes a mentoring component.



Shinta Mani Foundation, Cambodia





Joining Local and International Hospitality Networks

9First Education Platform

www.9first.com





Understanding the Chinese Culture

• Guanxi - relationships between people. The fundamental glue that has 

held society together

• Mianzi - Face - Losing face, saving face and giving face is very important 

and should be taken into consideration at all times.

• Li - Originally meant “to sacrifice”, today translated the art of being polite 

and courteous. Proper etiquette preserves harmony and face. The most 

fundamental cultural difference between Chinese and Americans relates fundamental cultural difference between Chinese and Americans relates 

to the role of the individual. The Chinese place great importance on the 

group and consensus. One's status in society dictates how one treats 

others and is treated by others.

• Keqi - Ke means guest and qi means behavior. It not only means 

considerate, polite, and well mannered, but also represents humbleness 

and modesty. The expression is most often used in the negative, as in 

buyao keqi, meaning “you shouldn't be so kind and polite to me,” or 

“you're welcome.”



Getting to Know Each Other

• The Chinese usually do not like to do business with strangers, and will 

frequently use go-betweens  whenever possible, use established 

networks or intermediaries known by both sides to make he first 

contact

• Chinese prefer to be formally introduced to someone new, both 

Chinese and foreigners.

• The Chinese may appear unfriendly and even rude when being 

introduced. Excessive emotion is usually refrained, thus the reference to introduced. Excessive emotion is usually refrained, thus the reference to 

Chinese and other Asians as inscrutable.

• Always stand up when being introduced and remain standing 

throughout the introductions.

• When being introduced to Chinese, the accepted form of greeting is the 

handshake, even among Chinese. 

Chinese may also nod or slightly bow (unlike the Japanese, the Chinese 

bow from the shoulders rather than the waist). One would then present 

a business card.



Suggested Gifts & Gift-giving Don’ts

• Gifts should reflect the giver and the recipient.

• Consider gifts from your area. Gifts with a company logo are fine 

as long as they do not include things that are considered taboo 

and are not too showy.

• Gifts of cognac, fine whisky, quality wines are acceptable.

• Do not give anything in sets of four or gifts that carry the • Do not give anything in sets of four or gifts that carry the 

association of death or funerals such as clocks, cut flowers, white 

objects. Do not give scissors or anything sharp as it symbolizes 

severing relations

• Be cautious when giving food items-it can suggest poverty.

• Always wrap gifts, but do not use white paper-it symbolizes death. 

Red and gold are the best. Avoid elaborately wrapping gifts.

• Never write anything in red ink.













Delight and fullness

but no wealth

Satisfaction

but feeling of uselessness

Comfort

but feeling of emptiness

Excitement and complacency 

but sense of uncertainty




